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Objectives
• Determining PFIC Status
• Purpose of PFIC Rules
• Taxation of PFICs
• Excess Distribution – Sec. 1291
• Qualified Electing Fund (QEF) – Sec. 1295
• Mark to market – Sec. 1296
• Filing Requirements/ Common Exceptions
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PFIC Definition
Definition. Sec. 1297.
• (a) In general: For purposes of this part, except as otherwise provided in
this subpart, the term “passive foreign investment company” means any
foreign corporation if—
• (1) 75 percent or more of the gross income of such corporation for the
taxable year is passive income, or
• (2) the average percentage of assets (as determined in accordance with
subsection (e)) held by such corporation during the taxable year which
produce passive income or which are held for the production of passive
income is at least 50 percent.
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PFIC Definition
Definition. Sec. 1297.
• (b) Passive income: For purposes of this section—
• (1) In general ….the term “passive income” means any income which is of
a kind which would be foreign personal holding company income as
defined in section 954 (c).
• Sec. 954(c) - the term “foreign personal holding company income” means
the portion of the gross income which consists of… Dividends, interest,
royalties, rents, and annuities.
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PFIC
Without Foreign Holding Company

With Foreign Holding Company
Without PFIC or Sub F Rules

U.S.

$100 Dividend
$100 Dividend
US TI = $100

Passive Income

U.S.

US TI = $0

CFC TI = $100

CFC
(Country X)

Passive Income

Investment
(country Y)

Investment
(country Y)
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PFIC
Purpose of PFIC Regime.
– Stop deferral and Income re-characterization of offshore investment
– Prior to PFIC – US Person could:
• Invest offshore
• Accumulate tax-deferred income
• Sell and recognize gain at long-term capital gains rate
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Income Test
Income Test:
• 75 percent or more of gross income is from passive sources
– Sec. 954(c) - Personal Holding company ("FPHC") Income
• Dividends, Interest, Royalties, Rents, Annuities
• Inapplicability of certain CFC exclusions:
– If income would not have been exempt from Sub F from an
exception other than under Sec. 954(c), would still be passive
for PFIC purposes
• Example – high tax exception under Sec. 954(b)(4); de
minimis exception under Sec. 954(b)(3).
• Exception if “active” rental or royalty income. Sec. 954(c).
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Active Rent/ Royalty Exception
Sec. 954(c)(2)(A).

• Foreign personal holding company income shall not include rents and
royalties which are derived in the active conduct of a trade or business
and which are received from a person other than a related person (within
the meaning of subsection (d)(3)).
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Active Royalty Exception
Treas. Reg. 1.954-2(d); 1.954-2T - Active Royalties.
Royalties will be considered for purposes of paragraph (b)(6) of this section to be derived in the active conduct of a
trade or business if such royalties are derived by the controlled foreign corporation (the licensor) from licensing—
•

[ACTIVE DEVELOPER] Property that the licensor, through its own officers or staff of employees, has developed, created, or

produced, or property that the licensor has acquired and, through its own officers or staff of employees, added substantial
value to, but only so long as the licensor, through its officers or staff of employees, is regularly engaged in the development,
creation, or production of, or in the acquisition and addition of substantial value to, property of such kind; or

•

[ACTIVE MARKETER] Property that is licensed as a result of the performance of marketing functions by such licensor

through its own officers or staff of employees located in a foreign country or countries, if the licensor, through its officers or
staff of employees, maintains and operates an organization either in such foreign country or in such foreign countries
(collectively), as applicable, that is regularly engaged in the business of marketing, or of marketing and servicing, the
licensed property and that is substantial in relation to the amount of royalties derived from the licensing of such property.
–

Substantial =facts circumstances test – Safe Harbor – [active licensing expense = 25% * adjusted licensing profit].
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Active Rental Exception
•

•

Active Rental Exception Rule: Rents will be considered for to be derived in the active conduct of a trade or
business if such rents are derived by the controlled foreign corporation (the lessor) from leasing any of the
following—
–

Manufactured or add substantial value. Property that the lessor, through its own officers or staff of employees, has
manufactured or produced, or property that the lessor has acquired and, through its own officers or staff of employees, added
substantial value to, but only if the lessor, through its officers or staff of employees, is regularly engaged in the manufacture or
production of, or in the acquisition and addition of substantial value to, property of such kind;

–

Regularly perform substantial management and operational functions. Real property with respect to which the lessor, through
its own officers or staff of employees, regularly performs active and substantial management and operational functions while
the property is leased;

–

Use of property in active trade or business, lease property temporarily while not in use. Personal property ordinarily used by
the lessor in the active conduct of a trade or business, leased temporarily during a period when the property would, but for such
leasing, be idle; or

–

Perform marketing function that is substantial in relation to rental income and carried on by employees in foreign country.
Property that is leased as a result of the performance of marketing functions by such lessor through its own officers or staff of
employees located in a foreign country or countries, if the lessor, through its officers or staff of employees, maintains and
operates an organization either in such country or in such countries (collectively), as applicable, that is regularly engaged in the
business of marketing, or of marketing and servicing, the leased property and that is substantial in relation to the amount of
rents derived from the leasing of such property.

Substantiality. For purposes of this rule, whether the activities of the taxpayer are substantial in relation to the
amount of rents; safe harbor test.
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Asset Test
Asset Test:
• Average percentage of passive income producing assets held during the
year equals or exceeds 50 percent of total assets.
– Applied on gross basis;
– Average of assets at end of quarter
– Cash is a “passive” asset
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Look Through Rules
•

Common Look Through Rules:

•

Sec. 1297(c) – 25% Subsidiary Look Through. If Foreign Corp owns at least 25% of other
foreign corp; look through to assets of lower tier corp to determine PFIC status.

•

Sec. 1297(b)(2)(C) – Related Person Look Through. interest, a dividend, or a rent or
royalty, which is received or accrued from a related person (within the meaning of
section 954(d)(3)) to the extent such amount is properly allocable (under regulations
prescribed by the Secretary) to income of such related person which is not passive
income.

•

Sec. 1298(b)(7) - Treatment of certain foreign corporations owning stock in 25-percent
owned domestic corporation - 25% Domestic Corporation Look Through. for purposes
of determining whether such foreign corporation is a passive foreign investment
company, any qualified stock held by such domestic corporation shall be treated as an
asset which does not produce passive income (and is not held for the production of
passive income) and any amount included in gross income with respect to such stock
shall not be treated as passive income.
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Common Exceptions
Common Exceptions
• Sec. 1297(d) – CFC/PFIC overlap rule. If a US Shareholder of CFC and a
PFIC, CFC rules control.
– CFC – Controlled Foreign Corporation. U.S. Shareholders own more
than 50% of vote or value. Sec. 957

– U.S. Shareholder: U.S. person with 10% or more of vote. Sec. 951(b).
• Sec. 1298(b)(2). Start up year exception. Not treated as PFIC if only a PFIC
in start up year, and not a PFIC in 2 successive years.

• Sec. 1298(b)(3). Change of business exception.
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PFIC
Sec. 1298(b)(1). Once a PFIC, always a PFIC rule.
• Excess Distribution Regime Applies until PFIC Taint “Purged”
– Even If PFIC Tests Not Met in Year of Excess
– Applies even if no longer a PFIC.

• Deemed Sale Election – To Purge Taint
–
–
–
–

Treated As Sold For FMV
Gain = Excess Distribution
Basis Adjustment For Gain
Loss Not Recognized
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PFIC
Sec. 1291 Fund.
•

(a) Treatment of distributions and stock dispositions: (1) Distributions If a
United States person receives an excess distribution in respect of stock in a
passive foreign investment company, then—
– (A) the amount of the excess distribution shall be allocated ratably to each day in the
taxpayer’s holding period for the stock,
– (B) with respect to such excess distribution, the taxpayer’s gross income for the current year
shall include (as ordinary income) only the amounts allocated under subparagraph (A) to—
(i) the current year, or
– (C) the tax imposed by this chapter for the current year shall be increased by the deferred tax
amount (determined under subsection (c)).
– (2) Dispositions If the taxpayer disposes of stock in a passive foreign investment company,
then the rules of paragraph (1) shall apply to any gain recognized on such disposition in the
same manner as if such gain were an excess distribution.
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PFIC
Sec. 1291 Fund. Excess Distribution.
• (b)(2) Total excess distribution For purposes of this subsection—
– (A) In general The term “total excess distribution” means the excess (if any) of—
– (i) the amount of the distributions in respect of the stock received by the taxpayer
during the taxable year, over

– (ii) 125 percent of the average amount received in respect of such stock by the taxpayer
during the 3 preceding taxable years (or, if shorter, the portion of the taxpayer’s holding
period before the taxable year).
– For purposes of clause (ii), any excess distribution received during such 3-year period
shall be taken into account only to the extent it was included in gross income under
subsection (a)(1)(B).
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PFIC
Sec. 1291 Fund.
• Tax and Interest Charge
• Gain/Distribution allocated over the entire holding period
• Tax imposed at highest rate in effect for each year in holding period
• Interest charge for “unpaid” tax
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PFIC
Spotting a PFIC.
• Offshore Corporation
• Passive Income/ Assets.
• US Person is a shareholder.
– But - not a US Shareholder of a CFC.
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PFIC
Common Traps.
• Sales or Service Company.
– May fail asset test; cash is “passive” asset.

• Manufacturing Company with Losses.
– May fail income test; if some passive income (interest, dividends, etc.)
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Filing Requirements
Form 8621
• Sec. 1298(f). Except as otherwise provided by the Secretary, each United
States person who is a shareholder of a passive foreign investment
company shall file an annual report containing such information as the
Secretary may require(F8621).
– Filing threshold $50k married filing jointly; $25k single.
– Other Exceptions – New Regulations – See T.D. 9806, December 28, 2016

• QEF Fund – making election or income inclusion.
• Mark-to-Market.
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Contact Information
Mehrdad Ghassemieh
• Harlowe & Falk LLP
• Phone: (253) 284-4424
• Email: mghassemieh@harlowefalk.com
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PFIC Taxation and
Form 8621
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____________________
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William R. Skinner, Esq. is a tax partner
with Fenwick & West LLP, in Mountain
View, CA. He graduated from Stanford
Law School and was recognized as a
Rising Star in Tax by California Super
Lawyers. He focuses his practice on U.S.
international corporate tax, including
the full range of international tax issues
such as subpart F and deferral
structures, foreign tax credit planning,
transfer pricing, IP migration and
structuring IP ownership within a
corporate group, internal restructurings
and cross-border M&A, and tax treaties
and inbound tax planning. More
information about his practice is
available at www.fenwick.com.
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A Case of Alphabet Soup?
1291 Funds



Form 8621 requires the tax practitioner to understand a
welter of different acronyms and tax concepts.
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Summary of Three Ways of Taxing a PFIC


Qualified Electing Fund – shareholder picks up
ratable share of PFIC’s net earnings on a flowthrough basis. Potential to avoid all PFIC taint.



Mark-to-Market Election – shareholder includes
changes in the trading value of PFIC shares as
ordinary income annually in lieu of interest charge.



Default Rule / Section 1291 Fund – distributions or
gain on sale triggers punitive “excess distribution”
charge. Shares are tainted and produce solely
ordinary income.
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Summary of Three Ways of Taxing a PFIC
General Rule
(Sec. 1291
Fund)

Qualified
Mark-toElecting Fund Market Fund
(QEF)*
(MTM)

Eligibility:

N/A – default rule

Shareholder must
PFIC’s stock must be
receive PFIC
publicly traded /
information statement quoted
or have access to
books and records

Taxation of
Retained Earnings:

No impact on
shareholder

Flows through to
shareholder as OI or
Cap Gain

Taxation of
Dividends:

Ordinary Income, plus It depends
penalty tax

Ordinary income

Taxation of Sales:

Ordinary Income, plus Capital gain
penalty tax

Ordinary income

Taxed as OI based on
increased value of
stock

*Assumes that shareholder makes QEF election in first year
of holding period
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Reasons to Make MTM or QEF Election


Timely QEF election avoids ordinary income
treatment on sale and allows for long-term capital
gain.



Both elections avoid interest charge associated with
deferred tax amount.



In some cases, mark-to-market calculation or QEF
inclusion may be simpler than calculation “excess
distribution” tax.

32

Mark-to-Market (MTM) Election

33

Mark-to-Market Election (Section 1296)




Election is available only for “marketable stock,”
defined as stock that is either

Traded on a qualified exchange or other
market, or



A mutual fund which regularly redeems shares
at posted NAVs or meets certain other
requirements.

Election applies only to a specific PFIC as to
which the election is made, and not to other
PFICs.
34

Impact of Mark-to-Market Election


Shareholder includes, as ordinary income, any
increase in value of the PFIC shares during the
year.



Basis is increased to reflect the MTM inclusion.



MTM losses are available to the extent of prior
“unreversed inclusions” with respect to the PFIC
stock.



All dividends and gain on sale of the shares are
ordinary income (e.g., no § 1(h)(11)).
35

Example of MTM Calculation
Calculation under MTM Election
Year
Beginning NAV Ending NAV Dividend MTM Income Basis Sale Proceeds Gain Total Tax. Income
Purchase Date
$100
$0
$0
$0 $100
$0
0
0
2013
$100
$105
$5
$5 $105
$0 $0
$10
2014
$105
$120
$2
$15 $120
$0
0
$17
2015
$120
$95
$0
-$20 $100
$0
0
-$20
Sale Date in 2016
$90
$0
$0 $100
$90 -$10
-$10

Notes:
 Decline in value in 2015 is only taken into account to the
extent of prior year MTM income ($20) (i.e., (“unreversed
inclusions”).
 Dividends presumably reduce NAV, but are subject to
separate tax.
 $10 loss in 2016 is capital loss because it exceeds unreversed
inclusions.
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Mark-to-Market Election Mechanics


Election is made by the US shareholder in the
PFIC on its tax return for the year.



In the case of indirect ownership, the first US
person in the chain of ownership files the
election, including pass-through entities such as
nongrantor trusts, partnerships, and S corps.



Step-up rule – an election made in a year after
shareholder acquired PFIC triggers Section 1291
excess distribution as of beginning of first MTM
year.
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Qualified Electing Fund (QEF) Election
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Qualified Electing Funds (QEF)


QEF rules prevent the problem of deferral by
requiring shareholder to make an inclusion of
QEF’s earnings on an annual basis.



Inclusion generally retains its character as
ordinary income or long-term capital gain.



Double taxation of actual dividends or sales is
avoided by rules for “previously taxed income”
(§1293(c)) and basis adjustments to the
shareholder’s stock.
39

Example of a QEF Election
Shareholder
20%

PFIC

Assume PFIC makes:
$200 long-term cap gain
$50 ordinary income



Shareholder is taxed currently on his pro rata
share of PFIC income ($40 LTCG, $10 OI).



Basis is increased by $50 and PFIC can distribute
up to $50 to shareholder tax-free.
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QEF Election Mechanics


As with MTM election, QEF election is made by
the first US shareholder in chain of ownership.



Shareholder must receive information from the
PFIC sufficient to make the election – either a
“PFIC information statement” or access to the
company’s books and records.



Election remains in effect unless and until
revoked with the consent of the IRS.
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Why is the QEF Election Beneficial?


If made timely, the QEF election yields
significant benefits to the PFIC shareholder:


Sale of shares is long-term capital gain



Pass-through of long-term capital gains
recognized at the foreign corporation level



No interest charge or excess distribution rules



QEF election only applies for years in which
the foreign corporation is a PFIC or bears PFIC
taint.
42

QEF Elections - Late Elections


The regulations allow for elections to be made as
of a prior taxable year in certain circumstances.



Protective Election. For first year, shareholder
files a statement that it does not believe
corporation to be a PFIC and extends statute of
limitation and agrees to amend returns to report
QEF inclusion.



Section 9100 relief / ruling procedure.



Also different rules are available to purge PFIC
taint in connection with a QEF election.
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Section 1294 Tax Deferral Election


Shareholder in a QEF that is not also a CFC may
elect to defer payment of tax (plus interest
charge).



Deferral terminates when shareholder receives
liquidity through:




Actual distributions



Transfer of shares



Loan to the shareholder

IRS has discretion to require shareholder to post a
bond to secure payment of tax.
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Qualified Electing Fund –
Case Studies


PE or VC firm invests in a start-up company that
may fail the asset test and income test for first
several years of its life.



Closely held or family company for owning
investment assets or business interests that may
generate passive income (real estate, software,
financing).



Offshore feeders into certain Hedge Funds.
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QEFs – Foreign Tax Credit issues
Shareholder
20%

Assume:
In 2014 PFIC makes $500
long-term capital gain.

PFIC

In 2015, PFIC distributes
$100 dividend to
shareholder subject to a
15% withholding tax.



Does shareholder have Section 904 limitation to
claim withholding tax as a credit?



In what basket?
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William R. Skinner
Partner, Tax Group
Phone: 650.335.7669
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Part IV – Completing Form 8621
by Steven Flynn
email: sflynn@wldtax.com
Twitter: @StevenFlynnCA
https://ca.linkedin.com/in/steven-flynn-4143374

January 5, 2017

Introduction- Form 8621
 Background
 US persons with PFIC interest are required to
file where:
 Required
to file
report
pursuant title
to IRC 1298(f)
Click to
edit
Master
style
 Distributions from or gain on sale of PFIC
 Elections with respect to PFIC interest

January 7, 2016
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Form 8621





Types of ownership
Filed and due with annual tax return
Effective: tax years ending on or after Dec31/13
Click to edit
Master
Consequences
of not
filing: title style
 No Statute of Limitations expiration
 However, reasonable cause may limit impact

January 7, 2016
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Form 8621 - Exceptions
 Exceptions to file IRS Form 8621
 Tax Exempt Accounts
 Small Investments
 Dealer in Securities
Click
to
edit
Master
title
style
 Other
 Controlled Foreign Corporations (Form 5471)
 Other Requirements (Form 8938, FinCEN 114)

January 7, 2016
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Form 8621 – Example 1
 Three Portions of a Distribution
 Non-excess portion allocable to current year
 Current-year excess and pre-PFIC period
Click
to
edit
Master
title
style
 Prior-year excess portion

 Excess Distributions

January 7, 2016
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Form 8621 – Example 1
 In 2011, John, a US citizen, acquires shares in Europe
Index Mutual Fund (EIMF) which is a PFIC. In 2011
there are no distributions. For 2012 to 2015, EIMF
distributes $100 each year.
 Calculate
Clickthetofollowing:
edit Master title style
 Excess distributions allocated to prior years and
current year; and
 Non-excess distribution for the current year.

January 7, 2016
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Form 8621 – Example 1
EIMF - PFIC Excess Distribution Calculations
2011
1)actual distributions $ 2)excess distribution
-

2012
2013
2014
2015
$ 100 $ 100 $ 100 $ 100
100
69
57
33

Click to edit- Master
title 43style67
31

3)non-excess
4)current year excess
5)prior-year excess
Actual Distributions $

January 30. 2015

-

$

55

50
50
100 $

23
46
100 $

14
42
100 $

7
26
100

Form 8621 – Example 2
• John Smith invests in Europe Index Mutual
Fund and receives the following distributions in
the 3 preceding tax years:
– 2012: US$10,000
Click
to
edit
– 2013: US$10,000
– 2014: US$10,000

Master title style

• EIMF pays a US$20,000 distribution in 2015

January 7, 2016
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Form 8621 – Example 2
EIMF - PFIC Excess Distribution Calculations
2012
actual distributions
$ 10,000
excess distribution
-

non-excess (1040, line 9a)
current year excess (1040, line 21)
prior-year excess

10,000
10,000

2013
$ 10,000
-

2014
$ 10,000
-

2015
$ 20,000
7,500

10,000
10,000

10,000
10,000

12,500
1,874
5,626
20,000

Click to edit Master title style
$

Income Tax Liability
Prior Year Excess
Current Distributions
Subtotal (1040, line 44)
Interest (1040, line 62)
Total

January 7, 2016

$

$

$

2,142
408
2,550
131
2,681
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Form 8621 – Example 3
• John Smith invests in Europe Index Mutual
Fund in 2015 and wants to make the Mark to
Market Election
• EIMF
paysto
a US$20,000
distribution
2015
Click
edit Master
title instyle
• John’s interest in EIMF increased in value from
$500K to $510K in 2015

January 7, 2016
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Form 8621 – Example 3
• Results
– No Excess distributions, high rate of tax or interest
– Unrealized gain and distribution taxed as ordinary
income
toPart
edit
Master
title
– Click
Complete
I, II and
IV of Form
8621style
– Leave Blank Part V of Form 8621

January 7, 2016
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Form 8621 – Conclusion
• More information available at
 www.wldtax.com, click on tab “blog”
Slides
Click
to edit
Master title style
Examples
in excel
IRS Documents

January 7, 2016
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Thank You
Steven Flynn
email: sflynn@wldtax.com
Twitter: @StevenFlynnCA
Click to edit Master title style
https://ca.linkedin.com/in/steven-flynn-4143374

January 7, 2016
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